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LIGHTING
Effects - budget disco
Effects - disco
Effects - flame
Effects - lantern flame
Fairy light - icicle effect
Fairy light - nets
Fairy light strings - 100m
Fairy light strings - 50m
Festoon - filament lamps
Festoon - pendant cages
Festoon - pendant drops
Festoons - black cable
Festoons - white cable
Flood - Halogen
Flood - LED
Flood - LED
Fresnel
Lanterns
Lanterns
Laser - 'animated' effect
Laser - 'galaxy' effect
Laser - moving
Laser - quad effect
Laser - static
Laser - 'wave' effect
LED - 4 x mini moving heads
LED - 4way on stand

Cheap mirror-ball style effect, 180 degree beam, coloured rotating spots, RGB from $10 each
Disco effects in halogen or LED, various wash & gobo options, from $20 each
Red LED fire / flame effect, from $20 each
Hanging lantern (fanned) fire effect, from $20 each
50m warm white icicle drop effect, low powered, waterpoof, variable modes
Warm white LED, 6m x 3m, waterproof, variable modes
100m of warm white fairy lights, low powered, clear cable, waterpoof, variable modes
50m warm white fairy lights, low powered, clear cable, waterpoof, variable modes
Vintage, filament, colour-change or styled lamps, dimmable, from $2 each
Brass, chrome or black decorative cage. Fits to festoon lamps or pendant drops
White or black cable, fits into festoon sockets, 20cm, 30cm, 40cm, 60cm, 90cm, 100cm, 120cm, 150cm, from $3 each
Connectable 5m or 10m lengths, lamp spacing 50cm or 1m apart, ES, dimmable
Connectable 10m lengths (20 lamps), lamp spacing 50cm apart, ES, dimmable
Extra wide beam for wash, 500w or 1000w with gel frame, barn door, hook clamp, from $10 each
Extra wide beam for wash, DMX, colour change, variable modes, waterproof, RGBWAUV, from $60 each (high lumens)
White light, for general wash - walk ways, car parks etc (stands available), powered or battery, from $10 each
Wide beam for wash, 500w, 650w or 1k, with gel frame, barn door from $20 each (for frames, bases, & replacement lamps - plenty for sale)
Powered or battery operated, warm white lamp, white chinese silk, 30cm, from $5 each, more than 100 in stock
Paper, various colours & sizes, from $2 each
Programmable for custom graphics, animation, cartoon style effects or fonts, DMX
RGB, 100 x patterns, variable settings, sound mode
Wide beam, waterproof, B, RG or RB, approx 10 in stock
RG quad laser with hook clamp, variable auto modes or DMX, approx 10 in stock
Wide beam, looks like thousands of fairy lights, waterproof, RGB or G, approx 10 in stock
Soft, ambiant RG laser & RBG wave wash, variable auto modes, remote controlled
Robotic mover, (4 x coloured beams) RGB, variable auto modes or DMX, 2 in stock
Tripod base with 4 x adjustable RGB panels, varibale auto modes or DMX, 3 in stock, $40 each including tripod stand
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LED - 'brick'
LED - moving head (profile)
LED - moving head (wash)
LED - pinspots*
LED - strip lights
Mirror ball
Parcan - halogen
Parcan - LED large
Parcan - LED small
Profile
Ripple lights
Rope lights
Search light
Strobe
Track lights
UV (Black light)
UV (Black light)
UV (Black light)

RGBWY 4 x intense lamps, floor stand, for wash / uplighting, variable auto modes or DMX, approx 8 in stock
Robotic mover, (various coloured gobos/shapes) RGB, variable auto modes or DMX, 8 in stock, more available
Robotic mover, (coloured beams) RGB, variable auto modes or DMX - 6 in stock, more available
RGB, narrow beam, colour change, variable modes, remote controlled - 8 in stock
1m RGB bars, variable auto modes or DMX, master / slave control, low or high powered - 20 in stock, more available
Motor & pinspots included (halogen or RGB), various sizes, from $80
Par 38, 56 or 64 cans spot light for wash or uplighting, from $20 each approx 60 in stock (bases & replacement lamps available)
RGBWAUV wide beam spot light, vabiable modes, waterproof, DMX, wash or uplighting
RGBWAUV wide beam spot light, vabiable auto modes or DMX
Theatre light often used as a followspot, 650w, 1000w or 2000w (for housing, bases & replacement lamps - we have plenty for sale)
High powered halogen ripple effect (eg. water or fire), any colour, 2000w **very rare!**
5m or 10m lengths, warm white or RGB, waterproof, perfect for pathways or stage/barrier edging
2000w halogen, long narrow rotating beam, adjustable, can be seen from over 2km away!
Low or high powered, auto modes & DMX starting from $25
MR16 lamps on tracking system, gives true colour rendition (for art exhibition displays, jewellery etc - replacement lamps, plenty for sale)
3' Double fluro tubes, from $10 each - (for housing, bases & replacement lamps - we have plenty for sale) approx 30 in stock
High Powered halogen, 400W - two in stock
LED panel, variable settings, sound mode, DMX

PACKAGES
Party Pack
Laser Pack
Colour wash
Fairy light canopy
Festoon canopy
Rave pack

2 x disco effects on lighting stand, laser effect, static laser + bonus effect from $150
Galaxy laser (includes mini-wash), disco effect & LED colour change from $100
4 x LED strip lights & 2 x LED parcans from $200
5m x 5m fairy light canopy (200m), including rigging, installation & packdown from $800
5m x 5m festoon canopy - (choice of black or white cable, poles & rigging) including installation & packdown $500
12 x LED lights, disco effects, lasers, smoke machine, uplighting, effects & surrounds, from $1000
Upgrades available
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LIGHTING CONTROL
Dimmer - 12 channel
Dimmer - 12 channel
Dimmer - 4 channel
Dimmer - LED
Dimmer - single channel
Distribution Box
Lighting desk - 12/24
Lighting desk - 24/48
Martin Controller
Wireless DMX kit

6 x 10A sockets, for dimming halogen lamps, single phase
12 x 10A sockets, for dimming halogen lamps, 32A 3 phase, DMX
4 x 10A sockets, for dimming halogen lamps, single phase
Dimmer for LED lamps (eg. LED festoon or pendant lamps) & fairy lights
10A dimmer, for dimming halogen lamps, single phase
converts 32A 3 phase socket to 12 x 10A sockets
Showtec or Theatrelight 12/24 channels
Showtec or Theatrelight 12/24 channels
Moving head / robotic light controller
1 x receiver, 8 x transmitters for wireless DMX

LIGHTING RIGGING & CABLING
3 phase cable / adaptors
DMX cabling / adaptors
Floor stands
Lighting stand - single
Lighting stands & truss
Lighting tower - large
Lighting tower - small
Pole sock (covers)
Poles
Power cables, piggyback
Sandbags
Truss
Truss sock (covers)

Various 20A, 32A, 40A leads, adaptors, converters, splitters, starting from $30 each
1m, 2m, 5m, 10m DMX cables & various adaptors, from $2 each
Wood or steel floor stands, variable sizes, fits most hook clamps, black or chrome
Tripod & crossbar, adjustable height
2 x Tripods with crossbars, plus 3m trussing section, adjustable height
Large base with adjustable feet, up to 6m high (large, heavy, bulky, strong)
Tripod base, winch up to 4m, with cross bar
White, black or gold lycra socks to cover autopoles
Autopole, aluminium or steel poles, for upright or crossbars (3m - 6m), starting from $15
1m, 2m, 5m, 10m, 20m or 30m & powerboards, starting from $2 each
5-10kg sand bags
3m triangle truss sections, 1.5m black truss & square truss peices / corners available, other stock available
White, black or gold lycra socks to cover trussing, variable sizes / lengths, from $10
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AUDIO
Amplifiers
CD Player
DI box
DJ items
Microphone - shotgun
Microphone stand
Microphones - condensers
Microphones - drum mics
Microphones - radio mics
Microphones - vocal
Mixer - analouge
Mixer - digital
Speaker - stands
Speaker - tops
Speaker - tops
Speakers - subwoofer
Talkback - master station
Talkback - sub station
Turntables
PACKAGES
Turntable package
Party pack - small
Party pack - large
Shure SM58, stand, mic

Various brands available, from $50 each
Single or dual, from $30
Different brands available, passive & powered - starting from $10
DJ mixer, CD player, turntable, from $30 per item
Directional mic with a narrow range of sensitivity
Adjustable mic stands, starting from $5 each
Various brands, starting from $10
Sehneisser or Shure, starting from $10
Wireless microphone transmitter & reciever, Shure or Senheisser, lapel or handsfree
SM 58's, Shure or Senheisser
Yamaha, Soundcraft or Allen & Heath desks & powered mixers from $60
QSC Touchmix or Presonus, including iPad control
Adjustable speaker stands, starting from $10 each
1000w QSC K10, K12
300w RCF 310, 10" powered speaker, with stand
1000w QSC K-Sub
Backstage commication
Backstage commication
Technics 1200 deck

2 x decks and mixer in roadcase
2 x 300w powered speakers on stands & ipod lead
2 x 300w powered speakers, 1000w subwoofer, microphone & stand, ipod lead
including cable
Studio & Backline recording gear available
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AUDIO VISUAL
Art Exhibition - displays
Art Exhibition - lights
Gazebo
Hazer / Smoke machine
Hazer / Smoke machine
Lecturn
Projector
Projector screens
Red Carpet

Display panels 1.8m high x 1.2m wide grey carpet, including star bracket (no feet required)
2 x MR16 track lights to fit display panels, gives true colour rendition, fully adjustable
Perfect for shade / greenroom, with sides, Oztrail, easy assembly, 3m x 3m
High powered, light or heavy fog, on wired remote or interval control, including fluid
High powered, light or heavy fog, DMX or manual control, including fluid
For speeches, includes music stand light, from $30
Low or high powered, up to 12,000 lumens, starting from $75 - six in stock
Various sizes, starting from $50 - four in stock
1.2m wide x 5m long - nine in stock

DRAPES / CURTAINS - total approx 300m in stock - more available
Black velvet autopole
Black velvet autopole
Black velvet autopole
Canvas backdrops
Cyclorama
Molton drapes
Red velvet drapes
Red wool drapes
Stage skirts / borders
Star cloth - installed by SLE
White party stock
White satin drapes
Wool drapes

6m wide x 5m drop autopole drapes
4.8m wide x 5m drop autopole drapes
3.6m wide x 5m drop autopole drapes
Perfect for stage backdrops (projections), various sizes starting from $50
Project your background wash, images or effects, various sizes, starting from $75
Various sizes, flat or pleated, up to 6m drop, starting from $40
In high demand - please contact for possible hire (rarely available)
In high demand - please contact for possible hire (rarely available)
20cm, 30cm, 40cm, 60cm, 90cm, 120cm flat gaberdine with webbing or velcro, $2/meter
7m x 5m star cloth, velcro edges, 3 channels, static, twinkle, strobe auto or DMX, from $200
Various sizes, flat or pleated, up to 6m drop, starting from $40
4.5m or 6m autopole satins, 3m or 6m drop, white or silver satin, starting from $75 each
Various sizes, flat or pleated, up to 6m drop, starting from $50
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DRAPES RIGGING
Autopoles
Autopoles
Manfrotto poles
Manfrotto clamps

Upright poles 2m - 5m high, base plate & spigot
Crossbars 1.85m - 4.2m wide
Adjustable poles & extensions, from $25 each
035 Super Clamp, ergonomic lever to securely lock clamping position

STAGING
Capet tops
Capet tops
Stage Steps

1.2m x 1.2m grey carpet tops, any height
1.8m x 1.2m black carpet tops, any height
30cm - 90cm from $25
Stage skirts from $2 per meter
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